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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

)
In the Matter of )

)
LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322-OL-3

) (Emergency Planning)
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) )

)
)

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF STEPHEN COLE AND ANDREA TYREE
ON BEHALF OF SUFFOLK COUNTY REGARDING CONTENTION

23 (EVACUATION SHADOW PHENOMENON)i

Q. Please state your names and your qualifications.

A. My name is Stephen Cole. Currently I am a Professor
2

of Sociology at the State University of New York at Stony

Brook. For a complete summary of my qualifications, please see

my prior testimony on Contention 23.

A. My name is Andrea Tyree. Currently I am an Associate

Professor of Sociology at the State University of New York at

Stony Brook. I received my B.A. from Antioch College in 1962

and my Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of Chicago in

1968. As a graduate student at the University of Chicago, I

was a collaborator with Otis Dudley Duncan and Peter Blau on
,

the book, The American Occupational Structure, which later won

the Sorokin award of the American Sociological Ascociation.
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This book was the first major study in sociology to introduce

the method of path analysis. Since the mid-1960s I have been

extensively involved in the quantitative analysis of large data

sets and most of my published work has involved the use of

various forms of linear regression analysis. For a more de-

tailed description of my qualifications, see the curriculum

vitae which is Attachment 1 herete.

Q. What is the purpose of th.s testimony?

A. Contention 23 concerns the evacuation shadow phenome-

non and its impact upon the effectiveness of protective actions

proposed in the LILCO Plan to be taken in the event of a

radiological emergency at Shoreham. Direct testimony on this

contention has already been filed by both LILCO and Suffolk

County. The purpose of this rebuttal testimony is to point out

the discrepancies between the data and conclusions in one of

the research papers relied upon by LILCO's witnesses on the one

hand, and statements allegedly based on that paper, by those

witnesses, on the other. The research paper to which we are

referring is entitled " Evacuation Behavior at TMI: Review and

Reexamination." It was co-authored by Dr. John Sorenson, a

LILCO witness on Contention 23, and Dr. Brad Richardson, and

! was admitted into evidence in these proceedings as Suffolk

County Exhibit EP-3 (ff. Tr. 1864). We will refer to it as the
;

!
|
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"TMI paper." The direct testimony in which this paper is

discussed by LILCO's witnesses is the Testimony of Matthew C.

Cordaro et al. on Behalf of the Long Island Lighting Company on

Phase II Emergency Planning Contentions 23 (Shadow Phenomenon)

and 65.C.2 and 65.F (Panicked Drivers), dated November 18, 1983

(ff. Tr. 1470) and will be referred to herein as "the LILCO
Testimony." We shall show that the discrepancies we have noted

are crucial to the differing interpretations of the TMI evacua-

tion put forth by the two parties and that in fact the paper

relied upon by the LILCO witnesses in their testimony supports

the position of the County and provides no support for the po-

sition taken by LILCO.

Q. Please state briefly the context in which the LILCO

witnesses relied upon the TMI paper in their direct testimony.

A. The TMI paper is relied upon by the LILCO witnesses in

their discussion of what they believe to have been the causes

of overresponse, or the evacuation shadow, at TMI. (See pages

55-61 of LILCO Testimony). In testimony concerning Contention

23, the County witnesses have argued that the primary reason

why so many people left their homes at TMI was their fear of

I being exposed to nuclear radiation. LILCO's witnesses have

argued that the primary reason why people left their homes dur-

ing the accident at TMI was the conflicting nature and poor

1
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quality of information they received about the accident. Thus,

at page 55 of the LILCO Testimony, LILCO witnesses Dynes,

Mileti and Sorensen are asked the following question (number

34):

Q. You say that the TMI over-reaction is
largely explainable by the conflicting,
confusing, and frightening information
given. The County says that the
over-reaction was due to the fact that this
was a radiological emergency. Since TMI
was both a radiological emergency and an
emergency characterized by poor informa-
tion, how is the Board to know which view
is more nearly right?

In this rebuttal testimony, we analyze a portion of the anster

given by the LILCO witnesses to this question (see pages 57-61

of LILCO Testimony), in particular, the statement at page 61,

that based on the analysis in the TMI paper, " Pre-accident fear
,

of radiation was not a significant cause of evacuation." It is

our opinion that the LILCO witnesses do not actually hcve any

quantitative or systematic data to support their position.

Q. Please explain.

A. In answer to question 34 asked in their testimony on

page 55, Drs. Sorensen, Mileti and Dynes first cite data from a

survey conducted after the TMI event by Cynthia Flynn which was

sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. (LILCO Testi-

mony at 57). Respondents to the Flynn survey gave many reasons

why they had evacuated. Almost all-respondents (91%) said that
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one of the reasons why they evacuated was that "the situation

seemed dangerous." Eighty-three percent mentioned confusing

information as one reason why they had evacuated. The LILCO

witnesses conclude: "It is likely that the ' situational' per-

ceptions account for the most frequently given evacuation

reason: 91% said the situation seemed dangerous." (Page 58 of

LILCO Testimony.)

That the respondents perceived the situation at TMI as

dangerous seems to be an obvious reason why they evacuated.

However, no data are presented in LILCO's testimony on this

point that enable us to determine whether the situation being

perceived as dangerous results from fear of radiation and/or

the confusing information. Given that 91% of the respondents

say that the situation seemed dangerous and 83% mention confus-

ing information, it is clear that a substantial majority of the

evacuees gave both of these reasons. It is impossible to tell

from the data presented by the LILCO witnesses the relative

significance of these reasons.

Beginning on the top of page 60 and running through the

bottom of 61, the LILCO witnesses present the only empirical

evidence that they have to support their argument that poor

quality information is the primary determinant of

over-response. This evidence comes from the TMI paper

-5-
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co-authored by Sorensen and Richardsen. It is our contention

that the LILCO witnesses have misinterpreted the TMI paper and

its data in concluding that it supports their arguments when in

fact the analyses in the paper clearly offer substantially more

support for the position of the County.

Q. Have you conducted an analysis to demonstrate your

point?

A. Yes. In order to conduct some additional analyses of

the data presented in Sorensen and Richardson's TMI paper, we

utilized the matrix of correlation coefficients presented in

Table 2 on page 15 of the paper. We entered the correlation

matrix into the computer and, with the aid of the SPSS statis-

tical . package,1/ were able to replicate the regression equation
;

presented by Sorensen and Richardson. We also ran several ad-

ditional regression equations not presented in their paper.2/

-1/ The SPSS statistical package is a standard tool for
conducting quantitative analysis of survey data.

2/ When we ran equations identical to those presented by
i Sorensen and Richardson, we obtained regression coeffi-

cients which were almost identical to those that they ob-
tained. We did obtain slightly different coefficients for
the age variable. We believe that these minor differences
are probably a result of the fact that Sorensen and
Richardson may have used pair wise deletion of missing
data for their correlation matrix and list wise deletion
of missing data when they ran their regression equations.
Without having a more precise description of their proce-
dures, it is not possible to account for the very small
differences in the coefficients we c5**i ned and those they

(Footnote cont'd next page)'

r
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The variables we used in our analysis are, of course,

identical to those used by Sorensen and Richardson and are de-

scribed in Table 1 of their paper on page 11. The results of

all of the equations we analyzed are presented in Table 1

below.

(Footnote cont'd from previous page)

report in their paper. The essential point is, however,
that these differences occur only for the variable of age
which is not an important variable in the analysis and
thus the differences have no significant effect en the
substantive conclusions reached.

- 7-
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TABLE 1
,

Equations Predicting Evacuation from TMI
and the Perception of Threat: Standard
Form (N=1504)

INDEPENDENT Dependent Variable 1

VARIABLES EVAC THREAT THREAT THREAT THREAT THREAT EVAC7

; (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
)

| AGE .116 .134 .129 .121 .110 .105
i DISTANCE .291 .221 .207 .204 .204 .292

KIDS .026* .142
EMPLOYEE .042
EMITB .007* .268 .219 .211 .207 .207 .000*
CONCERN .262 .233 .222 .222 .142

I METED .097 .163 .145 .146 .072
SAT .138 .070 .070 .090

| THREAT .316 .162
4

! Adj.R .169 .186 .246 .270 .274 .274 .314
,

* Not significantly different from zero
at the .95 confidence level.

1
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On the top of page 61 of the LILCO Testimony, the LILCO

witnesses say that four variables influenced evacuation

behavioi at TMI, including " pre-accident fears of radioactive
,

emissions," two variables measuring the respondent's perception
,

of the information available at the time of the accident, and

!
one variable measuring the respondent's perception of how

i serious the threat from the accident was. They go on to say

that " Pre-accident fear of radiation was not a significant

cause of evacuation." (LILCO Testimony at 61). An equation

with evacuation behavior as the dependent variable and these

| four variables as independent variables is not presented in the
L
:

Sorensen and Richardson's TMI paper. Our equation number 1 in'

!

| Table 1 presents regression coefficients for this equation.
As the LILCO witnesses state in their testimony, evacua-

tion is not significantly influenced by what Sorensen and

Richardson have called " pre-accident" fear of emission

independently of the other three variables. Thus, it is true

1 that " pre-accident fear of emissions" has no direct effect in
1

the structural equation they have described. This does not

I mean, however, that pre-accident fear of emissions does not

have a causal effect upon evacuation. In fact, the Sorensen
i

and Richardson analysis supports the opposite conclusion that

; pre-accident fear is an important cause in evacuation behavior.

9--
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It is important to understand the meaning of the terms

" direct" and " indirect" effect. The testimony of the LILCO

witnesses implies that a variable whose causal effect is

indirect may not be as important as a variable with a direct

effect. This attempt to downplay fear of emissions as a cause

of evacuation behavior is analogous to conducting the following

analysis of the causes of homelessness: ignorance, alcoholism,

and mental disorder would be depicted as causes of employment

status and employment status would be depicted as a cause of.

homelessness. (See model below.)

Ignorance

Employment
Status

Alcoholism ) ) Homeless

(employed-
unemployed)

Mental
Disorder

!

l

1
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Then all of the other variables besides employment status could

be dismissed as causes of homelessness since they did not have

a direct effect on homelessness, but rather had their effect

indirectly through their influence on employment status. If

alcoholism leads someone to be unemployed and being unemployed

leads someone to be homeless, then alcoholism is a cause of

homelessness.

fear at time sevacuationpre-accident s
' #

fear of accident

unemployment xhomelessnessalcoholism s
I /

What we have in both these cases are causal chains. In

both cases, the indirect effects may be significantly more im-

portant causes of the behavior than the intervening direct

effect and in neither case would it be methodologically correct

to suggest that the indirect effect was not a crucially signif-

icant causal variable. This is even more so in the example

from the TMI paper in which it is probable that both the

question used to measure pre-accident fear and the question

- 11 -
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used to measure fear at the time of the accident are two

different indicators or measures of the same variable: fear of

radiation from nuclear power plants. If this is so, then it

should not be surprising that when we control for one measure

of the variable, the other measure will not be significantly

correlated with the dependent variable.3/

Since THREAT, or a respondent's perception of how serious

a threat the accident at TMI represented to his/her f amily,

was, excluding actual distance from the plant, the most impor-

tant determinant of evacuation behavior, you must ask what were

the variables which influenced the- respondent's perception of

threat. In order to answer this question we computed regres-

sion equations 2 through 6 of Table 1 to explore the relations

among the variables influencing THREAT. We have employed a

procedure sim!1ar to that used by Sorensen and Richardson of

beginning in equation 2 with variables they see as " exogenous,"

3/ That antecedent indirect causes, such as " pre-accident
fear of emissions" in the Sorensen and Richardson model,
should be interpreted as causes of a dependent variable
such as evacuation, is universally accepted by social sci-
entists writing on the methodology of causal analysis.
See, e.g., Travis Hirshi and Hanan C. Selvin, Delinquency
Research, New York: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1967,
chapter 3; Stephen Cole, The Sociological Method, Chicago:
Rand McNally, 1980, pp. 45-49; Morris Rosenberg, The Logic
of Survey Analysis, New York: Basic Books, 1968, chapter
3; and Herbert H. Hyman, Survey Design and Analysis,
Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press, 1955, chapter 7.

- 12 -
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and progressively adding the additional sariables in equations *

3, 4 and 5 as they appear in the Sorensen and Richardson causal
,

model.4/ In the first equation (number 2) EM TB (pre-accident

fear) and DISTANCE from TMI (DIST) emerge as almost equally

potent and independent determinants of THREAT. The addition of ..

CONCERN about having a nuclear generating plant nearby reduces

the effects of both DISTANCE and EMITB somewhat, though both

are still substantial. We suspect that EMITB and CONCERN are 7
not so much causally related as measures o'f $nderlying feelings

about nuclear energy.

In equations 4 and 5 we add the two variables descriptive
,

of the usefulness of information provided by M'etropolitan

Edison (METED) and overall satisfaction with the information
provided by all sources (SAT). The introduction of these vari-

ables does not significantly reduce the effects of EMITB or

: CONCERN (or, for that matter, DISTANCE from TMI). In equation

5, when all significant effects are included; the variables

rank in importance (1) CONCFRN, ( 2 ). ,EMITB , (3) DISTANCE, (4)

METED, (5) AGE, (6) SAT. -
'

The size of the regression coeffici'ents entered into the

I table for each independent variable may be interpreted as a -

4/ As used by Sorensen and Richardson, an "excgenous" vari-
able is one which'is given, and that cannot easily be ma-
nipulated or changed.

13 - -
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" rough indicator of_the strength of their influence on THREAT.~

[ . The regression coefficients'for METED and SAT are .146 and
.-,

,

.07 respectively, whereas the regression coefficient for EMITBe
., ,

,

, r; f(pre-accident fear)'is .207 and the regression coefficient for
~~

"h0NCERN is .222. These data lead us to conclude that actual

$1 stance from the plant and two questions measuring the

respondent's concern with radiation from nuclear plants, EMI'?B
, ;G~*'

~

and CONCERN, are the primary influences on what the LILCO
,

witnesses have called the situationally perceived threat.

In the analysis we have presented thus far we have accept-

ed the causal order of fine variables as designated by Sorenseni

and Fichardson. In the r,model (TMI paper at 14) they have
~'r

'

listed pre-accident ~ fear of radioactivity as an exogenous,

prior variable which causes concern about the plant at TMI,
,

.

which in turn causes the situationally perceived threat at the

time of the accidenh. 'In fact, all of these questions were

asked at the same time after the accident at TMI occurred.

Sorensen and Richardson have no way of separating the attitudes

of respondents 'towards radiation from nuclear plants before the

accident from the attitudes existing at the time of the

' accident, or from those attitudes existing after the accident.

A..more logical interpretation of their data would view all

Nhree questions (pre-accident fear (EMITB), CONCERN, and
,. ,

3

//

m
#

/
/
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f- TilREAT) as different indicat' ors of the samq variable: fear of
~-

nuclear radihtion.
,

~
'

s

,- :
,

The L2LCO witne'sses in.th,eir testimony arhue that sittia-
-- , . .

tionally perceived risk is going to be primarily influenced'6y

the type of infor'mation available to individuals at trie time of

an accident. However, theMata presented in the Sorensen and
*

. .
.

Richardson model show that fear of emissions from nuclear

plants and concern w'ith the nuclear plant are more important
,

- s -

influences on a situationally perceived threat .than are the re- .
-

_-
-

-

.a

sponden{ts'perceptionsofinformationavailabletothem. Yet -
.

o ,

in their Etestimon,y, the LILCO witnesses. ask the Board to"'

believe that* respondents 1will be a tabula rama at the time of a

nuclear accidenl: and thit no matter what thdIb level of fear of
'

, . . . _ ,

radiation from. nuclear power plants,..if the information is con-
w.

_

-

cise and well. designed, they will not evacuate unless advised

to.
~ '

*

- -
.

_ -
. .

Fear of' radiation from nuclear plants is wide.4pread among
' ~

* .,

the residents of LongcIsis'nd. "This is shown by both the Coun-
~".s_ . . . ,

ty's survey and the survey conducted for LILCO by Yankelovich,
+ ,

s

Skelly and White. It is unrealistic to believe that-people who

| ar6 fearful of possible radioactive contamination from Shoreham
~

- pdfor to an' accident would hot be fearful of such contamination

a't the tirae of'an actual accident. Although some people might

.

- 15 -
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be influenced in their decision to evacuate or not by the

information that they have heard about the accident, the prima-

ry cause of over-response at TMI, as demonstrated by Sorensen's

1 and Richardson's data, was the deep-seated fear that residents

have of radioactive emissions from the plant during an

accident.

; The LILCO witnesses conclude their analysis of the

Sorensen and Richardson paper by stating: "If

information-related variables and situational risk perception

cause evacuation in a nuclear emergency, it is possible to use

a warning system to create accurate risk perceptions through

good warning information principles, and, therefore, decrease

or avoid over- or underreaction." (LILCO Testimony at 61.)

Here the LILCO witnesses have grouped information-related vari-

ables and situationally perceived risks together. Let us now

j look at what the data presented in the Sorensen and Richardson

j paper tell us about the effects of information-related vari-

ables on evacuation behavior.

We believe that the data presented in Sorensen's and

Richardson's TMI paper offer no support for the conclusion of

LILCO's witnesses in their direct testimony that

.

information-related variables will be the primary determinant
|
| of evacuation behavior during a nuclear emergency. First, the

|

- 16 -
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two information-related variables included in the Sorensen and

Richardson paper are METED (the belief that Metropolitan Edison

provided useful information during the accident at TMI) and SAT

(the respondent's overall satisfaction with the level of infor-

mation that they were provided during the accident). In both

1 the regression equations presented by Sorensen and Richardson

in their Table 3 and in equation 7 in our Table 1 (the equation

containing all of the independent variables entered simulta-

neously) these two variables are shown to have only a small in-

fluence on evacaution behavior. The coefficient for METED is

.07 and the coefficient for SAT is .09. This compares with co-

efficients of .29 for distance from the plant, .14 for whether

or not the respondent had children in the family under the age

of 6, .14 for CONCERN with the plant at TMI, and .16 for per-

ceived risk the respondent faced at the time of the accident.

Even age had a more significant influence on evacuation

|
behavior than did the two variables utilized by Sorensen and

| Richardson to measure the quality of information.
i

|
Second, we were able to conduct an analysis of the effect

|
; of the actual content of the evacuation advisory issued at TMI
!
l on the respondent's perceived risk. At TMI, all residents liv-

ing within 5 miles of the plant who had pre-school aged chil- '

,
dren and pregnant women in the family were asked to evacuate.

! .

,
- 17 -
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If respondents' situational perception of risk was actually
,

influenced by the content of EBS messages, we would expect that

those respondents with pre-school aged children in the
i

household would have perceived the accident at TMI as being

more threatening than those respondents who did not have

pre-school aged children. Yet, as Sorensen and Richardson

report in Table 2 of the TMI paper, the zero order correlation

coefficient between whether or not a family had pre-school aged

children in their household and their perceived threat of the

accident at TMI was only ,076, a relatively weak correlation.

In order to assess the independent effect having

pre-school aged children would have on perceived threat, we
,

added this variable into a regression equation attempting to

explain THREAT in which all of the other relevant variables

(DISTANCE, EMITB, CONCERN, METED, SAT, and AGE) had already

been added. (See equation 6, Table 1.) The regression coeffi-

cient for having pre-school aged children was .026 -- a very

small and statistically insignificant relationship. One may

conclude that whether or not respondents have pre-school aged

children had virtually no ef fect on how they perceived the risk

from the accident at TMI. If respondents are strongly influ-

enced by the content of EBS messages, this small relationship

between having pre-school aged children and perceived threat is

inexplicable.

I
-

- 18 -
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| We would also like to point out that, as may be seen in
;
'

equation 7 of Table 1, whether or not a family had pre-school

aged children did have a significant independent effect on

j whether they evacuated. Thus, the contents of the EBS message

j had an influence on whether some people evacuated but had no

influence on what the LILCO witnesses call situationally depen-

i dent risk perception. This supports the Ccunty's contention

that the latter is primarily the result of fear of radiation

i from nuclear plants and not the content of emergency informa-
1

j tion.

Third, in the causal model presented in Figure 3 on page i
;

14 of their TMI paper, Sorensen and Richardson assume that the

:
two information variables are causally prior to perceived

,
.

threat; i.e., t!iat a respondent's satisfaction with the infor-

mation provided by Metropolitan Edison or their general satis-

faction with information will influence how serious a threat

the accident was perceived as being. There is no evidence to
,

| support this assumption of causal order. It is equally likely !

| that respondents who perceive the threat from TMI as being more

serious would be more likely to be dissatisfied with the infor- i

mation that they receive. Since it is impossible to establish

causal order between perceived threat and the two information

variables, the TMI paper actually contains no evidence at all

^

19 - _
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on the causal effect of satisfaction with information on

perceived threat.

Finally, we would like to point out that Sorensen and

Richardson have no data on the actual quality of information

that was released at TMI. In fact, all of the respondents in

the Flynn survey wete exposed to the same "information soup."

In order to prove that the quality of information is a signifi-

cant cause of over-response, it would be necessary to take

different accidents as the unit of analysis, to measure inde-

pendently the quality of information given out at the time of

the accident, and then to measure the size of the

over-response. This has not been done. Instead, all we have

in this article are 'the respondents' perceptiens of essentially

the same information. And, as we have pointed out above, even

these perceptions are not strongly or causally related to evac-

uation behavior. Therefore, the LILCO witnesses have presented

no evidence to support their contention that information is a

more important determinant of over-response than fear of radia-

tion. In fact the Sorensen and Richardson paper leads to just

the. opposite conclusion.

Q. Why do you place so much weight on the Sorensen and

Richardson paper?

--
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A. Because this is the only piece of quantitative evi-

dence that the LILCO witnesses give to support their position

on Contention 23.

Q. What is the significance of Sorensen and Richardson's

use of the term exogenous variable?

A. As noted above, an exogenous variable is one which is

given and cannot easily be manipulated or changed. Pre-

accident fear of emissions is classified by Sorensen and

Richardson on page 10 as an exogenoat variable. This is sig-
;

nificant. If fear of radiation is the primary cause of

over-response and if these fears are not easily changed, this

means that there is very little that LILCO or anyone else can

do to reduce the potentially serious evacuation shadow that

could develop were there to be an accident at the Shoreham Nu-

clear Power Station.

LILCO would like to be able to show that over-response is

a result of poor information and then to prove that LILCO will
,

! present the public with good information in case of an

|
accident, thus eliminating the problem of evacuation shadow.

The County experts believe that since over-response is primari-

ly caused by fear of radiation, large numbers of people will

evacuate in a serious nuclear accident no matter what type of

information they are given. Further, the County experts

- 21 -
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believe that it is impossible for a utility to control the flow

of information during an accident. Indeed, it is virtually in-

evitable that were an accident to occur at Shoreham, this would

become the focus of widespread media attention and conflicting

reports and opinions would inevitably be broadcast. If

over-response is determined by fear of radiation and if this

fear cannot be overcome by the type of EBS messages issued by a

utility, then evacuation shadow is a serious problem which must

be dealt with in developing an adequate evacuation plan.

Q. Are there any other specific items in the TMI paper

that support the County's position concerning reaction to a nu-

clear emergency?

A. Yes. On page 6 of the TMI paper Sorensen and

Richardson state:

The induced behavior (evacuation] is
guided, on the one hand, by the physical
characteristics of the events which. . .

are fixed for any single event on the one
hand; and situation-specific factors which
are highly variable among the population
exposed to the event on the other hand.
Thus, overall patterns of response are
strongly influenced by the nature of the
event; but variability in response to any
given event is determined by structural,
social and psychological constructs preced-
ing risk perception at the time of the im-
pact.

(Emphasis added). We agree with this statement and believe

that it supports the position of the County's witnesses that

- 22 -
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people will react differently to a radiological emergency than

they will to other kinds of disasters, rather than the position

of the LILCO witnesses that response to a radiological emergen-

cy is like the response to other disasters. (See, e.g. LILCO

Testimony at 17-18 and 113-14.) What Sorensen and Richardson

are saying in the TMI paper is that the overall size of the

group evacuating will be primarily influenced by the nature of

the event. We agree with this. If the emergency is

radiological in nature, more people will be likely to evacuate

than if the emergency is of a different type. The more fear

with which the event is viewed, the higher the proportion of

people who will evacuate. Even for nuclear emergencies, the

more serious the event, the higher will be the proportion at-

tempting to evacuate. This was shown by comparing the results

of the three different scenarios in the County's May 1982

survey.

Q. Does that conclude your testimony?

A. Yes.

~
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